Co-Evolution

HOW THE HYPERVERSE
MAKES OUR MIND THE PARTNER OF CREATION
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We live in a society of knowledge. Our Elite is an Elite of Better-Knowledge. Our
secret Worship is, "Knowledge begets Truth." Our Ideology claims, "Better
Knowledge begets better Consciousness."
This glorification and instrumentalization of the knowledge factor is based on the
old (religious) Myth-Set, which connects the following orientation concepts: the
Beyond (God, etc.), the Absolute and the True.
Accordingly, the best Knowledge is the absolutely true Knowledge. As D. D.
Hoffman, John C. Lilly and others have analyzed, this concept of true Knowledge
is based on a very odd mixture:
AIMLESS CERTAINTY
A

B

"Fitness
beats
Truth"
(Hoffman)
Our Strategies of
Cognition follow our
Survival-Program
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Knowledge
creates
Borders

Our Knowledge
does not know
how
Consciousness
works
The
Borders of Knowledge
are
generated by
Knowledge

The 1st Axial-Age, in the final phase in which we are living, continuously exploits
this strange mixture, which can be called "aimless certainty" ...
nobody is really knowing the ropes,
but everybody knows the Truth of our World.
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We connect our Cognition Strategy to the Survival-Program, which we code as
"My-Life." That is A
And at the same time, the result of A ... that is, the Production of Cognition and
knowledge ... has the mental inherent dynamics that every "Draw a Distinction"
(George Spencer-Brown) creates that Border, that performs two functions:

 The process of objectification produces a subjectively clear
and stable knowledge of the world. World" thus arises as a
process (= tonal) which develops in the arrow of time ...
placed between past and present ... that being which is for
us "the real world".

 The Border also becomes the worldly part of the world.
Thereby the "Unmarked-Space" becomes (stably) present,
but without becoming present in our consciousness (Mind).
The Consciousness as Something (Unmarked-Space) is
thereby prevented from emerging in our WorldConsciousness (Tonal) as a Non-World, i.e. through the
Now-of-Creation (Nagual).
We are currently mentally unable to manage a
Nagualization of our Tonal ...
i.e. the massive influx of the Now-of-Creation (Nagual) into
our Now-of-the-World (Tonal). We would experience this as
"Chaos" and "highest Risk of Disorientation". So we would
experience our Survival as being threatened.
That means: The production of the Border is B ... i.e. Orientation through
Knowledge is a protection from an unwanted Nagualization.
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This is accomplished through the 1st Reality-Generator which follows the concept
of:
Credible Tonalization
combined with the
instantaneous and simultaneous
exclusion from the Nagual.
This is "Fitness beats Truth" (Hoffman) ... accomplished on the Basis of
Construction, Perception and Objectification: the Intelligence of our Innovations
and Progress thus follows the Survival-Program.
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All in all this means:
The operating system
of the 1st Reality-Generator
constantly executes
the model of "aimless certainty"
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This is good for the shaping of our evolution in the 1st Axial-Age, especially in the
present modern age, i.e. the
Epoch of Knowledge
Age of Cognition.
But this program, towards which in the meantime our whole culture and society is
very consequently aligned, has an essential disadvantage:
The 1st Reality-Generator
is incapable
of developing
the 2nd Reality-Generator.
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Why not? Because the operating system of the 1st Reality-Generator constantly
processes A "Fitness beats Truth" and simultaneously B "Knowledge
creates Borders". But subjectively we are not aware of the thereby resulting
Aimless-Certainty, because we automatically authenticate Knowledge as
Truth (see 1).
Because our mind generating Aimless-Certainty by means of A + B , which we
encode as our cognition and our cleverness, our mind has no more spiritual
access to
The
inner Dynamic of Creation
The
inner Compass of Creation.
This inner Compass consists of the Essence of Creation. Specifically:
THE INNER COMPASS OF CREATION
Differentiation

Unification

Diversity

Inclusion

Freedom

Love
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Because we are currently in the now expiring 1st Axial-Age of Evolution, in
Transition to the 2nd Axial-Age to Co-Evolution, ... we will be forced to connect the
Essence- and the inner Compass of Creation with our Waking-Consciousness.
The Factors of this Compass are currently being made societally relevant by the
Woke Pioneers ... thus

better Diversity
creates
better Inclusion

The
Essence
of
Creation
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The
WokeValues

better Inclusion
creates
better Diversity

In order to integrate the Essence of Creation into our Waking-Consciousness, we
need a new System-Interface for World and Creation (= Mind-Cards) as well as
for Identity and Creation. As a sketch for this:
World

Creation

as a Process
of Being
is

as a Process
of Becoming
is

Tonal

Nagual

So we exactly need what our 1st Reality-Generator is consequently avoiding, i.e.
the Nagualization of our Tonal.
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Without this new System-Interface we humans will not become able to
consciously wanted and fully affirmed organizing this Nagualization of our Tonal
(called "Sophoria").
The Inventions of Digitality ... primarily Internet, Social Media and the Metaverse
initiated by Mark Zuckerberg, as well as the concept of the Hyperverse ... are the
foundations for the establishment of such a System-Interface. As a sketch:
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World

Creation

Tonal

Nagual

Metaverse

MixedReality
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The
SystemInterface

Metabliss

NoetericRituals

Metaverse

At the Core of this System-Interface, which will successively lead our Mind to a
2nd Reality-Generator, is the Creation-Generator.
This Creation-Generator organizes its function through the following instruments:
1

2

The
Disbelief*)
and the
Expansion
of our
Models of Reality

The Establishment of
NagualInterfaces for

*)

The
CreationGenerator

 Identity / Nagual-I *)
 World / Woke-Values **)

Metaverse

Metabliss

Reality Mix

Noeteric Rituals

The Disbelief
of the Borders
of Thinking
(see 2. / B)

Focus on Tonal

HYPERVERSE

*)

the 2nd Defluence /
Teenagers

**)

Nagual Mind-Cards /
Young Adults
Focus on Nagual
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Metaverse, as a technical-Technology, will take on the task of enhancing and
innovating the Reality of the Tonal. Metabliss, as a neural-intrinsic Technology,
will take on the task of integrating the Reality of the Nagual into our Tonal Reality.
Metaverse uses the design possibilities of Digitality for the development of an
Interfusion-Competence of the Mind in relation to the
Interactivity
of the
1st Reality-Generator
with the upcoming
2nd Reality-Generator.

The
TonalInterface

Metabliss employs digitality for the development of
the Nagual-Interface.
In a Hyperverse both Interfaces interact as follows:
THE HYPERVERSE
Metaverse

Metabliss

The
TonalInterface

The
NagualInterface

better
Reality

The
CreationGenerator

better
Invention

Co-Evolution
Nagual-System
2nd Axial-Age
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The aim is to establish a socially integrated
Nagual-System.
"Better Reality" is the prerequisite for "better Invention". And "better Invention" is
the prerequisite for "Better Reality".
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The Hyperverse is thus the operator that can integrate the Nagual-System as a
novel and additive system into the architecture of the society of "modernity".
The Hyperverse thereby gets the task to improve the current system dynamics of
modernity.
until today
Modernity*)

The upcoming
Epoch of Co-Evolution

The
SocialSystem

The NagualSystem

NEW

The
SocialSystem

The
NagualIntrinsic

The System
of
Politics

The
Culture

The
PsychicSystem
Cognition-Intelligence
*)
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after Niklas Luhmann

The
CreationGenerator

THE
HYPERVERSE

MetaConsciousness

InclusiveFitness

Currently, the political system has begun to function as a kind of " MetaRegulator" (because of the climate crisis, among other things). In this context, two
developments can be observed that are problematic for the connection between
consciousness and shaping the future:

A - The STE-Complex ( Science - Technology - Economy),
which has a specific-autonomous system-reference, is
increasingly forced into the differently oriented systemreference of politics. At the same time, the system of
politics (partly integrated into the official policy of
education) increasingly clearly begins to become the
Regulator of the official Culture.

B - The connections between politics and culture and the
1st Reality-Generator (Rationality / Cognition / Logic of
Thinking) prevent the development of an alternative
(free) process, that can lead to a Meta-Consciousness.
When the advances of human Consciousness are tied to
politics and culture, they are inevitably tied to the elitist
power of Better-Knowledge. This blocks the
development of Inclusive-Fitness.
The developments of A and B will intentionally and also instrumentally be
unable to develop and implement a Nagual-System that has its operational base
placed in a Hyperverse. A substantial portion of the regulatory acts planned and
deployed by governments against GAFAM have their hidden justifications here.
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Dictatorships regulate platforms for reasons of power. Democracies also regulate
platforms for reasons of power. Only the verbal justifications are different.
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The Nagual-System is functionally designed for Co-Evolution by Interfusion. The
objective for this alignment is:
The development
of a Meta-Consciousness
that frees us Humans from
the Dominance of Survival Fitness.
Accordingly, the transformation at hand is:
From Fitness of Survival
to
Co-Evolution of Consciousness.
Without the Implementation of a Hyperverse, which organizes a permanent
interaction between the Tonal-Interface of Metaverse and the Nagual-Interface of
Metabliss, this transformation ... which can be understood as the beginning of the
2nd Axial-Age ... cannot be realized.
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This permanent interaction between Tonal and Nagual is a Praxeology. Abstract
theories, which are aligned to knowledge gain (Better-Knowledge) have little
effectiveness in that field. Meaning:
The Integration
of Human-Consciousness
into the
Practice of a Co-Evolution is
a task for the Majority of Humanity.
This Co-Evolution is based on the Now of Creation. So Nagual. And this Nagual
corresponds with the All-One. Therefore applies:
The accomplishment
of Co-Evolution needs
as much Majority as possible:
The All-One interacts
neither with Theories nor with Elite.
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What the Practice of Co-Evolution requires of Society is:
From the Spirit of Survival
to the Spirit of Creation.
That is, from Fitness to Nagual. As an overview:
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FROM FITNESS TO NAGUAL



It is about the Enhancement of
Creation in which we live as "Children
of Creation".



It is not about the survival of human
beings in the Creation given to us.

In other words, the program of survival shifts to a higher level:
Survival through
the Improvement of our Futures.
The organization of the improvement
through the Nagualization of
our Human-Consciousness.
18

Such a perspective clearly contravenes the Judeo-Christian and also Gnostic
understanding of creation ... dogmatically narrated as "divine creation".
This means: the western canon of values, on which among other things our
conception of democracy is built, will probably have major problems with the idea
of Nagualization.
At the moment there are two answers to the (rather subliminal) incipient stages of
Nagualization, which is presumably activated by the "Autonoetic-Consciousness"
/ ANC (LeDoux) (Hypothesis of Noeteric).
Answer 1: The green-ecological paradigm.
The climate crisis as evidence of a "sinful" misconduct of
human-driven progress.
Here, the narrative of "original sin" is combined with
"man's principled commitment to redemption" before God.
Tenor: We have gone too far.
Answer 2: Cyborgs replace Humans
This is also (despite all AI and Technology) a deeply
religious narrative. Exemplary, for example, is the thesis of
the recently deceased scientist James Lovelock ("Gaia
hypothesis"). He states:
Machines, Computers and Cyborgs
will inherit us Humans.
The Organic (Humans)
will be tolerated by Cyborgs,
but the Improvement of Humanity
is no longer an orientation Goal for Creation.
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Answer 1 relies on punishment (Jewish: the wrathful God). Answer 2 relies on a
hyper-intelligence that does not care about the spiritual and worldly becoming of
humanity. As formula:
either Wrath
or Disinterest.
Answer 1 ("back ... we have gone too far") has a deliberate Renunciation of CoEvolution, which will probably lead the green-ecological Movement, now
permeating the political system, to the defeat of a rather embarrassing impasse.
Without Co-Evolution, we will not be able to deal with the Climate Crisis.
In the case of answer 2 ("Cyborgs replace Humans") there will also be no CoEvolution, because Co-Evolution is based on the Nagualization of the HumanConsciousness. But if Humans ("the Organic" / Lovelock) are only tolerated as a
marginal Phenomenon,
there can be no consciously evolved
Awareness for Nagualization ...
thus no Meta-Consciousness ...
no Inclusive-Fitness.
19
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So there are 4 paths:
A

elitist-liberal

Business as usual ...

B

green-ecological

Back to reason ...

C

super-technocratic

After us the cyborgs...

D

Noeteric

We improve
Creation, because
this is the
Intention of Creation ...

… no
Co-Evolution
wanted
… Co-Evolution
is the Intention
of Creation

Upon which ideas and concepts is the Noeteric path based? Here the following
statements or hypotheses:

 There is an endless (infinite) Creation, to which we have no
access in principle. This Creation is for us Humans and for
the Nature the "Mother-Universe" (Joscha Bach).

 Our own on eternity aiming universe "was deliberately
created by a Spirit in the Mother-Universe" (Bach). This
smaller Universe is our Cosmos.

 The Cosmos created for us "exists for our benefit, i.e., the
Spirit in the Mother-Universe wanted to create us in some
way and wanted us to know what was going on" (Bach).

 "It makes sense that the Creators would want to build our
Cosmos in a way that resembles theirs" (Bach).
It follows:
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Mother-Universe has accomplished its "Cosmic Intention"
(Einstein) through the Creation of our Cosmos. This is an
Intention aimed at the Evolvement of a Consciousness in
this Man-Nature-Cosmos, that at some point will allow the
Bearers of this Consciousness (Human Beings) to
"experience what is going on" (Bach).



This "experiencing of what is going on" is practiced CoEvolution:



The Spirit (Consciousness) of the Human-Evolution
recognizes the "Spirit of the Mother-Universe" (Bach) as its
origin ... its future ... and its task.



Eternity (as a form of finite time) will occur when the Spirit
of Human-Evolution has improved (or sublimated) the Spirit
of Creation (who created us) in such a way that ... as a
result of shared co-operative processes ... a Future evolves
that transforms itself into an Eternal-Source of BecomingBetter (Shared-Nagual):
When the Becoming-Better
turns into its own Eternity,
the Meaning of the "Cosmic Intention" (Einstein) is
fulfilled.

On the Metaphor-Level of Noeteric, this is voiced as follows:
DANCING STARS
There is always someone
waiting for you.
There is always someone
talking with you.
There is always someone
dreaming with you.
There is always someone
dancing with you …
dancing in the heaven
of all dancing stars.
You are the dancing star
dancing in the silver light
of all dancing stars.
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The Noeteric Model assumes that we possess our Consciousness because
Creation wants us to be able to perceive (recognize) and embrace (love) it.
Building on the "Cosmic-Intention" we can develop our Consciousness to be more
and more in line with the "Cosmic-Intention" and thus with the Nagual:
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The Nagualization of our Consciousness through practiced Co-Evolution is the
fulfillment of the Cosmic-Intention.
Co-evolution is thus not a spiritual pastime, a "weird crackpot idea" or ... as a
politician once put it ... "pure devil stuff". It is a Necessity for our Survival at a
higher evolutive Level.
At the same time it is the Transition from the 1st Axial-Age to the coming 2nd AxialAge. The criteria for this transition are:



from Knowledge to Consciousness



from Survival to the Improvement of Creation



from Truth to Invention



from Knowledge to the " Shared-Nagual " (the Third)



from the Elitization of Knowledge to the Rhizomatization
of Consciousness



from problem-solving Consciousness to MetaConsciousness



from the Society of Coercion to the Society of Creation

The following overview deepens these statements:
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The Noeteric Way
THE UPCOMING TRANSFORMATION
today

tomorrow

st

nd

1 Axial-Age

2 Axial-Age

The Age of Knowledge

The Age of Consciousness

Survival
through
God / Religion

Survival
through
Knowledge

The Improvement
of Creation through
Co-Evolution

The truth
is in believing in
God

The truth
is in our
Cognition

"Shared-Nagual"

Absolutization

Hierarchization

The Absolutization
and Hierarchization
of Knowledge

The
twofold
NOW
The Now of
the World

The Now
of Becoming

Tonal

Nagual
Interfusion

Elitization
through intellectual
Progress and
Innovation

collective and
emergent inventions in the
Rhizome-Sphere

Top-down

Bottom-up

Society
of
Coercion

Society
of
Creation
Intelligence

InclusiveFitness

Fear of Contingency

Self-Empowerment

Problem-solving
Consciousness

MetaConsciousness

Intelligence Increase
of the Tonal

The Nagualization
of the Tonal
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The characteristic of the coming 2nd Axial-Age will be that the Future 2 / 3 will
increasingly influence our worldly now (= present). We will be forced by it to
shape the quality of our current life by the precursory production of better futures.
From this follows:
If we suffer from our present, we basically suffer from the failure of our
futures.
If we want to positively shape futures that we are largely unable to know, we need
a spiritual Partnership with Creation.
This Partnership becomes practicable through Co-Evolution. The following
overview describes some essentials for this:
THE HYPERVERSE
ESSENTIALS FOR THE
UPCOING EPOCH OF CO-EVOLUTION
1.- Every process of perceiving our world is a process of inventing by
Interfusion.
2.- Every object / event, that is perceived, only exists as "Icon of
Interface") (Hoffman) in the Space of our Consciousness of
Something (= 1st Reality-Generator / Objectification).
3.- But there also exists the Consciousness as Something. (It
represents the Now of Creation / Nagual.) It cannot be integrated
into our Consciousness of Something (thus cannot be objectified).
4.- But the Consciousness as Something (Nagual-Consciousness)
has a special interface, which is aimed at us Humans and our
spiritual Evolution as the "Intention of Love". This is the ANC ...
"Autonoetic-Consciousness" (LeDoux).
5.- This ANC can be experienced and utilized by us Humans, i.e. we
can program it for
Co-Evolution by Interfusion.
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6.- This programming needs an opening of the normal Mind-Cards of
Reality (1st Defluence) ... connected with a new kind of RhizomeSphere, based on Noeteric Rituals, which are directed to the
accomplishment of a 2nd Defluence and to the establishment of a
2nd Reality-Generator (Mind-Cards of Emergence).
7.- The opening of the existing Mind-Cards of Reality can be perfectly
accomplished by the Metaverse.
8.- The establishment of the new Mind-Cards of Emergence can be
accomplished by the novel system of Metabliss.
9.- The Hyperverse*A) unites the functions of the Metaverse (=
Reality-Mix) with the functions of Metabliss (= Noeteric-Rituals).
10.- Through this Unification a worldly-daily Interfusion can be
organized, which in principle makes all People of this World to
Participants and Co-Creators of the Co-Evolution (the end of TopDown-Elite and Better-Knowledge).
11.- Through this concept, a new kind of Democratization of the
shaping and creation of our futures will prevail, that is based on
Bottom-up and the Rhizome-Sphere (= the New Spirit for
Democracy 2.0).
12.- The Bottom-up Dynamics and the creative use of the RhizomeSphere can generate the so-called Third, i.e. that spiritual Space
of Nowness, in which a continuous Birth of the Better can be
accomplished (Emergence / Inclusive-Fitness)*B).
*A)

The Hyperverse is not a new Theory of Cognition, but a
Praxeology of Life that follows the following criteria:


practicable for all People worldwide



Complete Integration into the mundane Daily-Life



Pleasurable to use without Time-Space-Borders and at
no cost

*B)

"The "Interface-Theory states that Space and Time are not
fundamental aspects of objective Reality, they are simply Data
Formats for Fitness-Messages, i.e., Formats developed for the
Compression and Correction of such Messages. This means:
Objects in Space-Time
are not Aspects of objective Reality,
but simply Messages about Fitness, encoded in an Icon-Format
specifically adapted to the needs of Homo Sapiens."
Donald D. Hoffman
"The Case against
Reality" / 2019
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